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ASTER 3D



Characteristics ASTER 400 ASTER 500 ASTER 650

Strokes X - Y - Z mm 400x350x300 500x400x300 650x550x500

Worktable mm 400x350 500x400 650x550

Dimensions AxBxC mm 1150x1090x2120 1400x1190x2220 1700x1500x2500

Speed (CNC ver.) 230 mm/s

Air Pressure - bar
Air Consumption NL/min

5bar - 100 NL/min 5bar - 100 NL/min 5bar - 120 NL/min

Volumetric Accuracy µm L=mm 2,8 + 3L/1000 2,8 + 3L/1000 2,8 + 3L/1000

Machine Weight Kg. 360 600 1400

Load Weight Kg. 120 180 210

ASTER 3D FAMILY

The little one. ASTER family is a series designed for measuring small and middle size pieces. The “Swan Neck” frame 
makes the machine extremely accurate. Thanks to an open side area the customer can also measure pieces of bigger 
dimension than the machine strokes.

Aster 3D

        
        FRAME 
Black granite frame with air bearing sliding structure. Its “Swan Neck” structure 
makes the vertical axis completely independent from the worktable. This frame 
assures a very high accuracy and unequalled reliability.

        MEASURING SYSTEM
High precision optical scales with 0,1 μm resolution.

        VERSIONS
The manual machine is equipped with micrometric positioning system. The CNC 
version is equipped with the most up to date controller in the metrological sector. 
The machine is designed for stand-alone or desk positioning other than dirty 
environment conditions.

        COMPATIBILITY
On the machine it can be installed all measuring heads of RENISHAW and others. It 
can also be installed laser or continuous scanning systems. It can also be installed 
temperature sensors axis, environment and pieces in order to ensure a higher 
accuracy. Optical inspection system also available.

        APPLICATION SOFTWARES 
The machine is interoperable with a wide range of metrological software both with 
just geometrical elements and cad models for complex surfaces scanning.

        APPLICATIONS
The machine is designed for high robotized production areas for fast and immediate 
measurements. The vision version is mainly used in electronic sector.

CUSTOMIZATIONS 
All ASTER range machines can be designed according to customer needs for both 

dimensions and accessories.
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